ON THIS STANDARD DRAWING.

HOLOPHANE PRODUCTS SPECIFIED
BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE
APPROVED EQUAL PARTS MAY

14'-0"
1'-11"
1'-5" DIAMETER
12" B.C.
10 " DIAM. OPENING

5" DIA.

LUMINAIRE DETAIL
CATALOG # CV0404KASMBSB8PCSL25

3" O.D. x 3' HIGH TENON

3.5" X 7" X 8" H.
DOOR OPENING FOR
ANCHORAGE AND WIRING ACCESS

HERE.

POST DETAIL
CATALOG # NYA06F317P07LABBK

3'-1"
5"
T-5" DIAMETER

ANCHORAGE DETAIL

SEE CONCRETE OR SCREW
FOUNDATION DETAILS ON
STANDARD DRAWING #23d

GRANVILLE DETAIL

HOLOPHANE CATALOG # NYA06F317P07LABBK
CV0404KASMBSB8PCSL25

5" DIA., FLUTED SHAFT
CROSS SECTION

5" DIA. FLUTED SHAFT

LINDON CITY
100 NORTH STATE

STATEMENT OF USE

DESCRIPTION

NO.

REVISION

APPROVED EQUAL PARTS MAY
BE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE
HOLOPHANE PRODUCTS SPECIFIED
ON THIS STANDARD DRAWING.

GRANVILLE LED
STREET LIGHT

LINDON CITY
100 NORTH STATE